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Direct removal of edge-localized pollutant emission in a near-infrared
bremsstrahlung measurement

J. K. Anderson,a) P. L. Andrew,b) B. E. Chapman, D. Craig, and D. J. Den Hartog
Department of Physics, University of Wisconsin, 1150 University Avenue, Madison, Wisconsin 53706

~Presented on 10 July 2002!

Visible and near-infrared electron–ion bremsstrahlung measurements in fusion research devices,
used to determine the effective ionic charge (Zeff), are often plagued by pollutant emission from the
cool-edge region. The primary sources of visible and near-infrared non-bremsstrahlung continuum
emission in the Madison Symmetric Torus arise from electron–neutral interactions, and the pollutant
emission is hence directly proportional to the bulk neutral density. Simultaneously monitoring the
total emission at 1040 nm and the neutral contaminant~via Da emission! has enabled an extraction
of the electron–ion bremsstrahlung and a measurement ofZeff at comparatively low electron density
(1013 cm23). © 2003 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1537440#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The effective ionic charge (Zeff) is a measure of the
plasma contamination from impurities and has broad-rang
consequences, as it determines, in part, the plasma resist
ohmic heating efficiency, and total radiated power. Conti
ous electron–ion~e–i! bremsstrahlung emission, arisin
from Coulomb collisions between electrons and ions, can
used to measure the effective ionic charge, as the emiss
at a given wavelengthl is

ee– i~l!51.516310230
ḡff ne

2Zeff e
2hc/lkTe

l2ATe
F W

cm3 nm srG ,
~1!

whereTe is the electron temperature~in eV!, ne is the elec-
tron density, andḡff is the free–free Gaunt factor. The effe
tive ionic charge is

Zeff5
(snsZs

2

(snsZs
5

(snsZs
2

ne
, ~2!

wherens is the density,Zs is the charge state, and the sum
mation is over all ionic species present in the plasma.

Accurate deduction ofZeff is possible with an absolutel
calibrated measurement of the emissivity~and electron den-
sity and temperature! in a wavelength region where e–
bremsstrahlung is the dominant source of light. Identificat
of wavelength regions free of atomic lines and other rad
tion is challenging, but successful bremsstrahlung meas
ments have been made on several fusion research devic
the visible range near 523 nm1–5 and 536 nm,6,7 and in the
near-infrared~NIR! near 980 nm8 and 1040 nm.9–11 These
measurements are challenging, as molecular pseudocont7

and generic recycling light contribute to the total emiss
and are difficult to quantify and to remove. Due to thene

2

dependence of bremsstrahlung, the sensitivity to pollu
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light is magnified in the typically low-density (ne;1
31013 cm23) Madison Symmetric Torus~MST! plasmas.
The expected emission is decreased significantly comp
to that reported in Refs. 2–12, with densities in the mid-
upper 1013 cm23 range. In this work, we have identified th
primary pollutants in the visible-to-NIR range, and repo
significant emission from electron–neutral~e–n! bremsstrah-
lung in relatively high-temperature fusion research plasm
Emission from dissociation of the deuterium molecule p
hibits a visible bremsstrahlung measurement in MST,
direct removal of the contaminant emission from neutrals
enabled a measurement of core NIR bremsstrahlung e
sion in high-temperature@Te(0);800 eV# MST plasmas.

The diagnostic used to simultaneously measure the N
and Da emission is shown in Fig. 1, where 17 poloidal view
ing chords accommodate an array of detectors. The th
lens optical system detailed in the inset samples a cylindr
volume, and appropriate filters select the desired wavelen
of collection. At the focal point of the optics is a silico
photodiode whose output is amplified and sampled at
kHz. A common BK7 microscope slide is used as a partia
reflecting surface (R&10%), directing a small fraction o
the incident light onto a Da detector while transmitting the
majority of the light onto an NIR detector. Calibration of th
detectors is performed with optics and a viewing geome
identical to that on the MST. Eight viewing chords are ou
fitted with the colinear detector pairs for a modestly resolv
profile diagnostic.

II. POLLUTANT EMISSION

The validity of an e–i bremsstrahlung measurem
hinges on minimization of pollutants. Visible bremsstrahlu
measurements on MST have proven unsuccessful, as
measured continuum, shown in Fig. 2, overwhelms
bremsstrahlung expected forZeff52. Emission levels in ap-
parently line-free regions~near 480 or 523 nm! are expli-
cable only by bremsstrahlung with unrealistically highZeff

values of 20 to 60, implying that other sources of emiss
are dominant.
7 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
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Emission from the dissociation of the deuterium m
ecule is likely the primary contaminant in visible bremsstra
lung measurements.12 During dissociation, the upper radia
ing electronic level of D2 is bound and the lower level i
unbound on a repulsive molecular potential curve.13,14 The
steep unbound potential curve15 spreads out the radiatio
over a vast range of wavelengths, leading to the obser
continuum ranging from below 200 nm to almost 600 n
This is consistent with the results published by Marm
et al., where increased levels of broadband visible emiss
occur with puffs of diatomic molecules (D2 or N2), with no
corresponding jump in emission for a helium puff.7 MST is
fueled by introducing molecular deuterium at the plas
boundary~puffing and/or wall recycling!, making the radia-
tion from its dissociation an unfortunate artifact, and rend
ing impossible a visible bremsstrahlung measurement.

A study of the MST spectrum indicates that a region w
suited for a bremsstrahlung continuum measurement lie
the NIR,12 where emission from atomic and molecular de
terium lines, recombination, and molecular dissociation
all minimal. Closely spaced emission lines of helium, boro
carbon, nitrogen, oxygen, and aluminum barrage the ul
violet and visible spectrum, but line radiation at 1040 nm
inconsequential. Figure 3 shows the measured NIR spec
in MST, along with the bremsstrahlung expected forZeff52
~solid line! and the wavelength response of the NIR detect
~dashed lines!. The continuum appears noisy, as the measu
ment is near the wavelength cutoff of the CCD detector us

FIG. 1. Poloidal cross section of MST showing the viewing chords~left!,
and optics, filter, and detector setup used in simultaneous Da and NIR-
emission measurements.

FIG. 2. The measured spectrum~near 500 nm! in MST and the bremsstrah
lung expected forZeff52 ~solid line at the bottom!.
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Deuterium and helium lines well above the background
served at both longer~1078, 1090 nm! and shorter~1003,
1009 nm! wavelengths indicate that there are no significa
lines in the collection range, although there are allowed tr
sitions from CI, NI, and OII ~low charge state MST impuri-
ties!. Other contributors to the continuum~mainly due to
neutral deuterium and non-fully-stripped ions! complicate,
but do not prohibit, an NIR bremsstrahlung measuremen

An electron interacting with a neutral atom leads to co
tinuous emission in a fashion similar to e–
bremsstrahlung.16 As the free electron impinges on the ne
tral atom, it penetrates the outer electronic cloud, is subjec
to a partially screened Coulomb force, and is accelera
This proves to be a significant source of NIR light in MS
and makes the measured emissivity inconsistent with rea
ableZeff bremsstrahlung.

The e–n bremsstrahlung emissivity is calculated follo
ing the developments of Park17 and of Dalgarno and Lane.18

The spectral emission coefficient~in W/cm3/sr/nm! is

ee–n~l!5
hc

4pl
n0neS E

hc/l

`

v
dsn~E!

dn

dn

dl
f ~E!dED

[nen0f e–n~ne ,Te!, ~3!

wheren0 is the neutral density,v is the initial velocity of the
electron, integration is over the electron energy distribut
f (E) starting at the energy of the photon of interest, a
dsn(E)/dn is the neutral bremsstrahlung emission cross s
tion. It is possible to cast the e–n bremsstrahlung emissi
at a given wavelength@Eq. ~3!# as the product ofnen0 and a
function f e–n(ne ,Te), wheref e–n carries all the relevant in-
formation of the radiative process. Similarly, the Da line in-
tensity is described by

gDa
5

hc

4pl
nen0^sv&exc~ne ,Te![nen0f Da

~ne ,Te!, ~4!

where ^sv&exc is the electron impact excitation reactio
rate.19 It is thus clear that at a given electron density a
temperature, the Da emission is proportional to e–n brem
strahlung, oree–n5agDa

, where the proportionality constan
is simply

a~ne ,Te!5
f e–n~ne ,Te!

f Da
~ne ,Te!

. ~5!

FIG. 3. The measured spectrum~near 1040 nm!, bremsstrahlung expecte
for Zeff52 ~solid!, and the wavelength response function of the NIR-filter
photodiode detectors~dashed!.
IP license or copyright, see http://rsi.aip.org/rsi/copyright.jsp
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2109Rev. Sci. Instrum., Vol. 74, No. 3, March 2003 Direct removal of edge-localized pollutant emission
As a is a function of electron density and temperature, it w
not be constant over the line of sight in a chord-integra
measurement. The amount of light collected, however
weighted by the neutral density profile which is measured
be poloidally asymmetric and extremely edge-localized
the MST. Peak values ofn0 are on the order of 1013 cm23,
and the profile drops by more than an order of magnitu
over the first few centimeters inside the plasma boundar20

Approximating the neutral density as ad function at the edge
@n0(r)5N0d(r2a)# clearly illustrates that the proportion
ality of e–n bremsstrahlung to Da emission is preserved in
the chord-integrated measurement. The measured Da emis-
sion is the line integral of Eq.~4!:

MDa
5N0 ne~a! f Da

~a!, ~6!

the integrated e–n bremsstrahlung is similarly found fr
Eq. ~3!:

Me–n5N0 ne~a! f e–n~a!, ~7!

and the two quantities are again proportional.
As the continuous NIR emission is the sum of e–i a

e–n bremsstrahlung (e10405ee– i1agDa
), a linear relation-

ship between the measured NIR emission and the meas
Da emission is predicted:

M10405E
0

L

ee– idl1āE
0

L

gDa
dl5B12, ~8!

whereB andMDa
are the line-integrated e–i bremsstrahlu

and Da emission, respectively, andā5a(a) is the chord-
averaged proportionality factor. Thed function approxima-
tion of the neutral density and the assumption of two prim
components of NIR emission are consistent with the d
Figure 4 shows the expected linear behavior between
and Da emission; the slope isā and they-intercept is the
measured e–i bremsstrahlung. The data represent
integrated measurements of the emission during a nar
time window @with low magnetohydrodynamic~MHD! ac-
tivity # in a discharge. Experiments repeated in helium d
charges confirm that the NIR pollution is proportional
neutral density~monitored by a HeI line at 587 nm! as op-
posed to deuterium lines or molecular emission.

Quantitative prediction of the e–n bremsstrahlung em
sivity is possible with measured electron and neutral den

FIG. 4. Emission at 1040 nm vs Da emission, separated by electron densi
The data represented by diamonds are for low density~averagen̄e51
31013 cm23), while the triangles represent higher density discharges~aver-
agen̄e5231013 cm23). As expected, they-intercept is higher for the highe
density discharges, with a similar slope in each set of data.
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profiles and tabulated cross sections for deuterium. The
dicted slope~assuming e–n bremsstrahlung as the only c
taminant! is about 231025 nm21, while measurements ar
higher but show order-of-magnitude agreement. The caus
the higher slope is very likely other sources of emission t
are proportional to neutral density; continuous emission fr
free-bound interactions~leading to negative hydrogen ions!21

and deuterium–deuteron charge exchange22 are possible in
the low-temperature, high-neutral-density region of t
plasma. The important point is that the emission arises fr
interactions with neutral particles, and is therefore edge
calized and proportional to Da emission.

III. NIR BREMSSTRAHLUNG MEASUREMENT

The e–i bremsstrahlung signal is determined by fitting
line to the NIR versus Da emission graph and extrapolatin
to zero neutral density to find they-intercept. Figure 5 shows
typical signals from the NIR and Da detectors; every varia
tion in the Da signal appears in the NIR signal, as expect
Also shown is a slower~;6 kHz! plot of the NIR versus Da
emission betweent50.010 and 0.026 s and the deduced e
bremsstrahlung signal. Dynamically fitting a line to nine da
points determines the slope and intercept as functions
time. During periods of slowly varying electron density an
Zeff ~1.5 ms averaging is inherent in this analysis!, the inter-
cept is the e–i bremsstrahlung emissivity. This signal is ty
cally noisy, with uncertainty primarily due to error in ex
trapolating to zero on thex-axis, but is improved by
averaging data from many similar discharges.

The e–i bremsstrahlung~;0.02 mW/cm2/sr/nm! is only
a small fraction of the measured emission~0.05–0.2
mW/cm2/sr/nm!. The signal-to-pollution ratio thus range
from about 10% to 40%. In enhanced-confinement M
plasmas, the neutral particle density and Da emission are
greatly reduced, the signal-to-pollution ratio is typical
greater than 50%, and the extrapolation uncertainty is

FIG. 5. ~a! NIR and ~b! Da signals vs time.~c! NIR vs Da emission is
plotted for time points betweent50.010 and 0.026 s and~d! the time-
resolved bremsstrahlung signal, with uncertainty upper and lower bound
dotted lines.
IP license or copyright, see http://rsi.aip.org/rsi/copyright.jsp
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creased. Removal of the neutral contribution to the conti
ous emission as described above combines all other
checked contaminants into the e–i bremsstrahlu
measurement. Enhanced bremsstrahlung from neutral
non-fully-stripped impurity atoms23 are not separately mea
sured, but can contribute significantly to the emission. F
thermore, very dim lines~below the resolution of the spec
trometer, data in Fig. 3! from the low-charge-state impuritie
likely contribute a small amount of light. Fortunately, the
sources of light are limited to the extreme edge reg
~where neutral and singly ionized impurities may exist! and
are small compared to e–i bremsstrahlung in the core of
hot plasma. Since the non-neutral contaminant is small c
pared to core e–i bremsstrahlung, it is possible to invert
data to determine the emissivity profile. It is impossible
accurately invert these data without correcting for the e
radiation, as the pollutant magnitude is greater~often much
greater! than the core bremsstrahlung, and the proportion
ity to neutral density makes the emission extremely ed
peaked and poloidally asymmetric.

With the measured e–i bremsstrahlung and profiles
electron temperature and density,Zeff is deduced. The resul
in a certain set of MST plasmas,@Te(0);800 eV, ne(0)
;131013 cm23, produced without prior boronization of th
aluminum vacuum vessel# is a coreZeff of 4.660.7. This
result is corroborated by Fokker–Planck modeling, in wh
the measured x-ray flux~10–100 keV! matches the predic
tion based on the measuredZeff and electron transpor
properties.24 In standard-confinement plasmas with sign
cantly lower electron temperature, removal of the pollut
emission from neutrals does not lead to a well-determi
Zeff , as emission from low-charge-state impurities~primarily
CI! obscures the measurement of e–i bremsstrahlung.
rent work includes investigation of longer wavelengths~near
1170 or 1600 nm!, where carbon lines are completely abse
The silicon photodiodes are insensitive to these waveleng
and are replaced with InGaAs photodiodes having excel
sensitivity at these wavelengths. These measurements
proceed following an infrared spectral survey which sho
identify promising line-free regions.

IV. SUMMARY

In summary, the consideration of neutral bremsstrahlu
and molecular dissociation may shed some light on the
ficulties that abound in absolute bremsstrahlung meas
ments. The dissociating deuterium molecule radiates in
wavelength range of standard visible bremsstrahlung m
surements. Emission from electron–neutral bremsstrah
~and likely other neutral processes! is significant in the NIR
at low electron density.

Removal of the neutral emission has enabled an N
measurement of electron–ion bremsstrahlung at elec
densities as low asne;131013 cm23 in the MST. The line-
integrated Da emission is proportional to the pollutant emi
Downloaded 06 Jan 2005 to 128.104.223.90. Redistribution subject to A
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sion, and a fraction of this signal is removed from the to
NIR emission~from the same sample volume! to extract the
e–i bremsstrahlung. Accurate extraction ofZeff is limited to
the high temperature range of MST as low temperatures
low significant populations of low-charge-state impuriti
that enhance the continuous emission and increase the
lihood of impurity line pollution. In MST, uncorrected neu
tral contamination to e–i bremsstrahlung typically leads
an apparent enhancement ofZeff by a factor of 2 to 4, but can
briefly be as high as 10 with the high neutral density o
served at large amplitude MHD events. In other devices w
higher electron density and lower neutral density, the
hancement of the deducedZeff due to pollution from neutrals
should be smaller, but perhaps not negligible.
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